
ITEM CODE MODEL NAME MRP Qt. Picture Description

989D STAG PREMIUM ROBOT Wired Remote Control to Change Ball Speed & Frequency93,000.00 Each

S-27 STAG PREMIUM ROBOT WITH DOUBLE HEADED 146000 Each

989G STAG SUPER PREMIUM ROBOT 122000 Each

T-3 STAG HUMANOID ROBOT 60,000.00 Each

ROBOT New Stag Premium Robot is a great innovation. It has double rollers which help in 
generating ball with no spin that means also counter balls and float balls which were not 
possible with the earlier version and also not possible with most robots in the market. This can 
become your complete trainer and partner. You can choose to play point to point, side ways, 
both flanks or random mode. It comes with a wired remote which can be controlled by you or 
your trainer for changing the ball speed & ball frequency.It is a very durable machine made 
from alluminium alloy, quality steel, engineering plastics. The machine is very versatile and can 
be used by absolute beginner or top professional players. The robot comes complete with 
manual and ball collection net which helps in auto feeding the balls.
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981V STAG CLUB TRAINER ROBOT 32,000.00 Each

ROBOT New Stag Premium Robot is a great innovation. It has double rollers which help in 
generating ball with no spin that means also counter balls and float balls which were not 
possible with the earlier version and also not possible with most robots in the market. This can 
become your complete trainer and partner. You can choose to play point to point, side ways, 
both flanks or random mode. It comes with a wired remote which can be controlled by you or 
your trainer for changing the ball speed & ball frequency.It is a very durable machine made 
from alluminium alloy, quality steel, engineering plastics. The machine is very versatile and can 
be used by absolute beginner or top professional players. The robot comes complete with 
manual and ball collection net which helps in auto feeding the balls.
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